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GIVING YOUR WORKFORCE A PLATFORM FOR EXCELLENCE

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF ACER FOR BUSINESS

As new technologies and ideas continue to reinvent and disrupt markets with exciting and unexpected
opportunities, businesses need to be fast to adapt, and even faster to deliver.

With over 40 years of industry expertise, we understand the challenges your organization has to face.

What is driving this transformation? Simply put, the rules of customer engagement are changing and
both businesses and their customers are adopting new technologies the instant they come onto the
market.

At Acer, we’ve built our success on a culture of innovation and productivity. We anticipate market
trends and deliver cutting-edge devices and best-in-class service through our long-standing
relationship with our partner network.

In order to remain competitive, organizations need to embrace these new dynamics and equip their
teams with advanced and dependable instruments that allow them to stay productive and meet any
business challenge.

EMPOWERING MODERN BUSINESS
THROUGH CUTTING-EDGE DEVICES
AND BEST-IN-CLASS SERVICE.
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MOBILITY.
AS ONE OF THE PIONEERS OF MOBILITY FOR
THE OFFICE, ACER FOR BUSINESS IS DEDICATED
TO KEEPING YOU ALWAYS CONNECTED NO
MATTER WHERE YOUR BUSINESS TAKES YOU.
We’re committed to bringing the latest technology to our mobile professional portfolio to give businesses
the innovative performance advantages they demand in an always-on, digitally-driven world.
The new Acer PRO ultraslim, convertible and 2-in-1 series devices adapt to any business scenario with
a stylish design and all the power to satisfy your mobile needs. While our world-leading Chrome-based
devices provide automatic updates, simplified installation and effortless remote management, making
them quick and easy to deploy for your workforce.
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ACER PRO SERIES

Windows 10 Pro means business.

Switch 7 Black Edition
Smarter working
The Switch 7 Black Edition is the world’s first fanless 2-in-1 notebook equipped with discrete graphics, thanks to Acer’s
innovative Dual LiquidLoop™ fanless cooling technology. It pairs NVIDIA® GeForce® MX150 graphics with 8th Generation Intel®
Core™ processor, which make it for dealing with intensive tasks and creative production on a daily basis.
The Switch 7 Black Edition is slender and lightweight and comes complete with a stylus.
•
•
•
•
•

Windows 10 Pro
13.5”display with IPS technology
NDVIA® GeForce ®MX150 with 2 GB of dedicated GDDR5 VRAM
USB-C port
Trusted Platform Module solution

Aspire 5 Pro
All-in performance

Acer PRO Series

The Aspire 5 PRO comes with a stunning 17.3” Full HD
1080p resolution display with IPS technology for crisp, trueto-life colours. The powerful processors and top-of-the-line
graphics let you take on more serious workloads.
•
•
•
•

Windows 10 Pro
8th generation Intel® Core™ processor
NVIDIA® GeForce® MX150
17.3” Full HD 1920x1080 display
with IPS technology option
• USB-C port

DESIGNED FOR TOP EXECUTIVES WHO NEED TO TRAVEL OFTEN AND WORK ON THE MOVE,
THE ACER PRO SERIES COMBINES CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY WITH A PREMIUM,
ULTRATHIN, LIGHTWEIGHT AND 2-IN-1 DESIGN.
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Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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Windows 10 Pro means business.

Swift 5 PRO

Spin 5 PRO

Go Smaller, See More

Convertible Ease

With its stylish metal cover and a 14.58 mm profile, Swift
5 PRO features an extremely elegant design and it is easy
to carry around. Swift 5 PRO comes with a 14” FHD touch
display, a backlit keyboard and offers 8 hours of battery life,
allowing you to work on your business tasks comfortably the
whole day.

With its 360-degree hinge the Spin 5 PRO provides four
different modes for you to enjoy. Spin 5 PRO lets you work
faster and smoother thanks to the Intel® processors and
NVIDIA® graphics cards. Boasting a slim, durable design
and a battery life of up to 13 hours, the Acer Spin 5 PRO is
designed to keep you going for the entire day.

• Windows 10 Pro
• 8th generation Intel® Core™ processor
• 14” Full HD 1920x1080 multi-touch display
with IPS technology
• Finger print reader
• Ultra-light with only 970 grams1
• Battery life 8 hours

• Windows 10 Pro
• 8th generation Intel® Core™ processor
• 13.3” Full HD 1920x1080 multi-touch display
with IPS technology
• USB-C port
• Acer Active stylus
• Finger print reader
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1. Weight depends on configuration

Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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Acer Chrome Series
AS THE WORLD’S LEADING CHROMEBOOK BRAND, ACER HAS CONSIDERABLE KNOWLEDGE
ON HOW TO USE THESE CUTTING-EDGE CLOUD-BASED DEVICES TO TAKE YOUR ENTERPRISE
TO THE NEXT LEVEL .
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Chromebook 15
Think bigger
The Acer Chromebook 15 [CB515-1H(T)] is the world’s first
Chromebook with a 15.6” Full HD wide viewing angle display,
which pairs well with the aluminium design, the quiet
performance and up to 12 hours of battery life.

Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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ACER CHROME SERIES

Chromebook 14 for Work
This Chromebook means business
The Chromebook 14 for Work [CP5-471] provides
businesses with a powerful and flexible product that delivers
top-notch reliability and reduced total cost of ownership.
In addition, the Chromebook 14 for Work can be efficiently
deployed and managed, while maintaining excellent security
for employees.

Chromebook Spin 11
Designed to keep on working
The ultra-durable 360-degree convertible Chromebook
Spin 11 [R751T(N)] offers four modes and a wobblefree screen, making it ideal in almost any situation. The
ruggedized design allows it to survive the daily rigors of
modern business life.

Chromebook R 13
All-around usability
The Chromebook R 13 [CB5-312T] is a convertible laptop
with a touchscreen and a versatile 360-degree hinge. It
easily adapts to your needs, whether you are typing a report
or participating in a video conference. Lightweight and silent
thanks to its fanless design, it gives up to 12 hours of battery
life for all-day productivity.
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SHARE

Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.

DISPLAY

LAPTOP

TABLET
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PRODUCTIVITY.
OUR PRODUCTS ARE BUILT TO KEEP YOU
AT PEAK PRODUCTIVITY, INCORPORATING
INNOVATIVE DESIGN FEATURES CREATED TO
GIVE YOU A COMPETITIVE EDGE OVER YOUR
COMPETITORS.
That’s why Acer for Business is dedicated to providing you with dependable, high-performance tools
that help you stay focused on your business.
Acer for Business productivity devices come in a wide range of form factors and in various
configurations, all providing superior productivity and ease of use, making them the ideal way to run
your business successfully.
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Acer for Business
NOTEBOOKS

Windows 10 Pro means business.

TravelMate P6

Notebooks
FROM PREMIUM TO ESSENTIAL, ACER BUSINESS NOTEBOOKS FEATURE BEST-IN-CLASS
COMPONENTS, A ROBUST AND INNOVATIVE DESIGN, WINDOWS 10 PRO AND ADVANCED
SECURITY FEATURES.
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Top-of-the-line performance for work
TravelMate P6 notebooks are packed with cutting-edge
technologies and stringent security features to meet the
requirements of executives and demanding business
travellers.
The TravelMate P6 notebooks are available in different
screen sizes, and offer different docking possibilities and
connectivity options, so there’s always one that fits the
needs of your organization.

Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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NOTEBOOKS

Windows 10 Pro means business.

TravelMate P4
Work without limits
The TravelMate P4 series delivers superior manageability
and top security features. These notebooks are designed
to handle heavy workloads and boost mobile productivity,
matching the mobile lifestyle of professional users.

Extensa
The essential partner for your business
Efficient and reliable, Acer Extensa series is a great choice
for professionals. It helps to streamline their working life by
providing optimal performance and usability in a simple and
easy to use package.
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TravelMate P2

TravelMate B1

A laptop that values hard work

Fostering excellence in education

These business notebooks have you covered, from
uncompromised productivity to reliable security. In addition,
the textured fabric-inspired patterns give the notebooks
an audacious yet minimalistic look and feel. TravelMate P2
series now also features USB-C docking support.

The TravelMate B1 are a series of 11.6 inch Windows
notebooks, designed to resist any type of challenge.
They come in 2 form factors, clamshell and convertible.

Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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Acer for Business
DESKTOPS

Windows 10 Pro means business.

Desktops
WE DESIGN OUR PRODUCTS WITH THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY TO DELIVER REVOLUTIONARY
PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY, DATA SECURITY AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY WITHOUT COMPRISES.
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Veriton M Series
Ready for hard work
With the latest Intel processors, optional graphics and
plenty of memory and storage, the Veriton M Series can
help users to deal with work challenges by providing
ultimate performance and reliability.

Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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Windows 10 Pro means business.

Veriton X

Veriton E

A compact performer

A compact performer

These 10-litre chassis PCs are compact, but won’t
compromise on performance and expandability. They
help users to free up precious desktop space, driving
up productivity and offering a high level of expansion
capabilities when an upgrade in performance is required.

Acer Veriton E packs everything businesses need from
a standard sized desktop in a fraction of the space. With
cutting-edge components, it can manage office tasks
effortlessly while delivering flexible connectivity, strong
security and comprehensive manageability.

Veriton N
Small in form, big on versitility
Veriton N series PCs feature cord-free modular designs
that let you add and upgrade as you go. Their small 1-litre
chassis make them barely noticeable on a desk or shelf. They
can be laid down flat or placed upright.

Chromebox CXI2
Redefining speed and security
Chromebox CXI2 starts in seconds, and features a dual antenna design that provides a quicker, more reliable wireless
connection for an overall smoother internet experience. Acer Chromebox meets stringent security standards to ensure the
integrity of your data.
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Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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MONITORS

3x3 (9 LFD) display

Single-monitor display

Monitors
ACER PROFESSIONAL MONITORS ARE DEVELOPED TO FULFIL THE NEEDS OF THE MOST
INTENSIVE BUSINESS USERS, COMBINING THE LATEST DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES WITH SMART
ECO FEATURES FOR LONG TERM QUALITY VIEWING.
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Monitors DV&DT series
Get your message across
DV and DT series are robust and vivid displays which help you convey your organization’s messages by delivering brilliant and
vibrant images. With sizes ranging from 42-inch to 98-inch, these monitors can be wall mounted and managed remotely,
helping you create valuable and flexible communication.

Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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Monitors CB1 series

Monitors B6 series

Outstanding from any point

Robust ergonomics, stunning colours

CB1 series monitors combine multiple features and technologies to produce a superior visual experience. With 4K UHD and
FHD resolutions, wide viewing angles and added colour and clarity enhancement technologies, it’s a beautiful view.

Specifically conceived for intensive daily use, B6 monitors give productivity a boost thanks to sharp images, comfortconscious design and energy saving features.

Ergonomic design
From CAD users to financial analysts, everyone can find the model that fits their viewing demands in our range of stylish
and ergonomic monitors. Designed for professionals that spend significant amounts of time in front of a computer,
they offer easy height, tilt, and pivot adjustments to enhance comfort over prolonged periods of use. Our monitors also
incorporate Acer EyeProtect, a suite of features designed to reduce eye-strain and provide a more comfortable viewing
experience to heavy users such as programmers, writers, and graphic designers.

Monitors V6 series
Flexible design and vibrant visuals
Perfect for home or office professionals, V6 monitors let you
find the working angle that suits you best with a screen that
tilts quickly and smoothly, while a range of built-in display
technologies deliver comfortable viewing and reduce eye
strain.

Tilt Angle
-5° TO 25°

Height adjustable
range

Pivot angle

Swivel angle

0° TO 90°

120°

150 MM
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Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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ACER MONITORS

Monitor BEO series
Perfect colours for stunning visuals
With their accurate image reproduction, effortless
multitasking support, ergonomically designed stand and
cutting-edge features, BE0 series monitors are the perfect
addition to any computer, for enhancing efficiency, working
more comfortably and sharing ideas more easily.

Monitors ProDesigner™ PEO series
Precision Colors under the hood
Designed with all the tools to provide the best color
accuracy in the maximum space, the PEO series monitor
features a 4K screen so you can see more, do more and
enjoy beyond measure. For greater accuracy and privacy
plus reduced screen glare and eye fatigue, the monitor
hood provides a shade for the screen.

Monitor ProDesigner™ BM series

Monitors B7 series

Create and design with accuracy

High reliability with outstanding performance

Designed for professional-level colour accuracy and
performance, this 4K IPS display delivers rich yet accurate
colours with sharpness beyond comparison. With Acer
ColorPlus, colours are calibrated to achieve the true-to-life
accuracy that is necessary for professional editing.

Showing more of what matters most via a nearly bezel-less
display, the new B7 series takes care of all your professional
needs with its robust stand and wide range of colorenhancing technologies.
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Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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Projectors
ACER PROJECTORS COMBINE BRILLIANT DISPLAYS, HIGH RESOLUTIONS AND COLOUR
ENHANCING FEATURES TO DELIVER CRYSTAL CLEAR VISUALS, AND EXCEPTIONAL
BRIGHTNESS AND CONTRAST RATIO IN ANY VENUE.
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Projector F7 series
Versatile business projectors
F7 projectors are designed for professional installations.
With five interchangeable lenses for a variety of throw ratios,
high brightness and 360-degree installation flexibility, the
F7 series adapts to any environment and sets users free
from any installation constraints.
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S1 series

U5 series

Projector P6 series
High-impact projection for professionals
The P6 projector series maximizes the impact of projections and presentations. Thanks to cable management, vertical lens
shift and multiple input/output interfaces these projectors are also incredibly versatile.

Projector U5 & S1 series
Best value projectors for work
Designed to take interactivity and collaboration in the classroom to the next level, Acer U5 & S1 projectors integrate all the
features that are important for schools, such as ultrashort throw / short throw projection, remote control, support for Acer
Smart Touch Kit, and wireless projection capability.

Acer Bluelight Shield

Acer Wireless Solution

Acer Bluelight shield allows users to reduce the levels of
blue light and minimize the negative effects of blue light
exposure. There are three filter levels and each level also
feature a dynamic mechanism that optimizes the blue
light level based on content. Bluelight shield can reduce
blue light by up to 30% and protect users’ eyes.

Wireless projection frees users from the limitations of
cables and makes sharing easier. Available on select
models via Acer wireless adapters and eDisplayPro app,
it allows users to stream documents, videos, and photos
from their mobile devices. Additionally, Acer eDisplayPro
allows up to four users to display their content on screen
at the same time.

Interchangeable lenses1
Acer’s interchangeable lenses enhance the projector’s
versatility, enabling it to meet different installation needs.
There are 5 types of lens with throw ratio varying from
short (0.8 m) to super-long (20 m), giving users plenty of
options when it comes to deployment and placement.

P5 series

Acer ColorSafe II Technology
Acer projectors featuring ColorSafe II are virtually
immune to colour decay. This means they preserve colour
fidelity even after prolonged use, preventing problematic
shades of green or yellow.

P1 series

Projector P1 & P5 series

360-degree projection1

Mobile USB Display

Lifelike colours for smart presentations

Acer projectors featuring this technology can be rotated
360 degrees, enabling greater positioning flexibility.
360-degree projection allows for interesting uses, such
as creating an interactive floor with vertical projection, or
immersive surround side-wall installations. With the lens
placed at the centre of the chassis, it is easier to install
the projector without the need for offset adjustment.

Featured on P5 projectors, Mobile USB Display adds
the convenience of USB projection, in addition to VGA
and HDMI capability. This means that images can be
displayed directly over USB cable from an Android phone
with OS version 5 or above.

The convenient and flexible Acer P1 & P5 projector series provides SMB users with brilliantly sharp visuals that can keep
meetings focused. The P1 & P5 projectors feature LumiSense+ that gives presentations a clearer, sharper edge and offer a
wide range of connectivity options.
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1. On F7 series only.

Specifications vary depending on the model and configuration. Accessories are optional.
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PROXIMITY.
ACER FOR BUSINESS WORKS CLOSE TO
CUSTOMERS THROUGH A NETWORK OF
CERTIFIED PARTNERS AND AWARDED SERVICE
TEAMS.
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PARTNERS: OUR FAST TRACK TO YOU

ACER RELIABILITY PROMISE

Acer’s certified resellers offer industry-leading expertise to help customers make the right choice when
selecting their hardware devices and support their every step of the way as their business needs evolve.

We are 100% committed to delivering technology that empowers your business and make you more
efficient and productive than ever and the Acer Reliability Promise is proof of that. Simply purchase a
qualified Acer professional product before the end of 2018, and register it within 30 days and you will
be entitled to claim 100% REFUND of the price paid if your Acer device develops a fault and is repaired
under warranty within the first year.

At Acer, we’ve built our success on a culture of innovation and productivity that allows us to anticipate
market trends and deliver cutting-edge devices and best-in-class service through our long-standing
relationship with our partner network.
Our channel business model allows us to deliver the simplicity, efficiency and proximity our strategic
partners depend on to satisfy customers need. For that reason we created the Acer Synergy Partner
Program.

SERVICE IS NOT A WORD, IT’S A PROMISE
We know how much your business depends on qualified, round-the-clock support and we’re fully
committed to your long-term satisfaction.
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6 Internal Contact Centres

8 REPAIR CENTRES

6 OUTSOURCED CONTACT CENTRES

500 EXTERNAL REPAIR PARTNERS

1 HUB & REFURBISHMENT AREA

Thriving online community and round-the-clock
Technical Support.
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WE UNDERSTAND YOUR CHALLENGES
WE SHARE YOUR GOALS
AND WE ARE DRIVEN BY YOUR ENERGY
ACER FOR BUSINESS HAS YOUR GOALS IN MIND.
Which is why we are committed to providing cutting-edge products you can depend on to keep your
workplace at peak productivity and you on track for success.
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